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Let ~t = ~A~L>,,~j~:; bc a.n algebra° 3~usA is a aonvoid set and ]i is an 
n~-ary ftm.ct~o~ o~ A~. ~'i fimte. A reduct of ~ is an algebra ')|' - <A,gj)]~j 
~4~ere ach ,g¢ ~s a poly~mmia! of ~'~. An algebra 2~ is stmp& if iA } > 1 
and ever> ~homomorpb~sm of 2~ is e:ther one-t~one or constant. Thus 
?t is ~mpie if a~~d onb ~ if the congruer~ce lattice of ?~, C~,~{ ), has cardi- 
nJ.~y 2, i.eo, C{~)= {~, ~). |n g/choraL we follow [.¢ :~wever, we 
r~(lmre |h~t su~ree~ly  ~reduciNe a!ge~ras have at ~ ~ ~wo elements. 
Let K ~ an eqwatio~al e [~ {variety) of algebras. The class K satis- 
fie~ pmpe:rg~ V provided for any ?~ c K, 'a has a reduct which is a mod- 
u|ar |~t~ice, 'The cla~ K satisfies pmper~v o if every subdirectly irredu- 
e r ie  Mgebro in ~s,,~imp!e, Th~s pap r investigates equational classes 
~ i~ ing  both proper~e~ # and o,. Note that if K has property .~ or o, 
then ~ ,~ ~:v~ non-trivial eqt~a~ional :s~bc~ass of K. Also, ~ saris- 
ties V if aad or~b if the free g algebra on 3 generators has a modular 
~at~ice ~*e<:|.uc~. Moreoeer, ~f K has p~roperty ~, then the results of 
$dn~ {q"! apply ~o R l~ particular,, the following equational classes 
~tisfy properties #and e: 
(~) Distributive |attice~ and more gener~ly any equational class of 
m<~ul~ attices in which a1~ s',ubdirectly i~educibles are finite (see [4, 
p. 617|L 
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(2) Boolean algebras;. 
(3) DeMorgan algebras (Kalman [ 101 ). 
(4) Monadic algeb~a~; (Halmos [61, Monk [ 131). 
(5) Post algebras of ord,zr m (Wade [ 15]) and more generally any 
equational class generated by a primal algebra satisfying # (Foster [ 3 l). 
(6) l:ukasiewicz algebras (Cignoli [ 21 ). 
(7) Any equationally complete variety which satisfies property # and 
has a non-trivial finite member. 
1. C~nerai results 
1.1. [,emma. Let ")1 be an algebra with a lattice reduct. Suppose 
a, b E A, a -~ b. Let 0~,02 ~ C(~) be such that t = 0~ v02. Then a - b(O~) 
or a = b(02). 
Proof. Since ~1 has a lattice reduct, C(91) is distributive. The element b
covers a, so therefore 6P(a,b) is join-i~Teducible in C(~I). But a-  b(O l v02), 
so by distributivity O(a.b) = (O(a,b)^Ol)v(O(a,b)^O 2 ). Thus O(a,b) < 0 l 
orO(a.b)< 0 2. 
1.2. Corollary. Let the equational class K have propert;!es iaand o. Con- 
sider ~ E K, a, b E A. a -~ b. Suppose ~91, 02 E C(~I) and ~/01 and ~1/0 2
are simple with ar~ b(Ol)and a ~ b(02). Then 01 =02. 
Proof. By the correspondence theorem [5, p. 61 ], either 01 = 0 2 or 
01 v8 2 = t. By property/J, Lt~mma 1.1 applies. 
1.3. Remark. Let t~ be a finite ch:fi_n (linearly ordered set). The length 
of t~, ~,(e) = 1¢31 - 1. The following facts are well known. If L is a 
modular lattice, and if L has a maximal subchain (3 of fini~,' cardinality, 
then every maximal subchain of L has length ~,(e ) and tl~e length o f  L, 
3,(L) = ~(e). Note thalt if L and M are modular lattices ,.~, i~ia ),(L) = p 
and ;k(M) = q, then ~(L X M) = p + q. Also if L is a fini~:~ modular lat- 
tice of length p, then C(L) is isomorphic to 2 q, for some ~ .-,~ p. Finally, 
if L is modular and h :L -~ M, h ,onto, then the image of every maximal 
chain in L is a maximal cha,in in M. 
1.4. Theorem. Let K ~,~ve properties la and o. Consider ~ ~ K, ~ having 
finite length I. Let { ~i }~s  be the collection of  simple algebras which are 
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homomorph ic  images o f  ~21. Then each ~i  has f in i te  length 1 i. and  i f  c i is 
the number  o f  congruences  0 E C('?I) fo r  wh ich  '71/0 ~_ ~i, then c i is also 
f in i te  and  1 = Z ie  S ci li" 
Proof. By 1.3, ~,(~1i) =1 i < 1. Property o and the subdirect product heo- 
rem guarantee that '~l is a subdirect product of the {'~li )i~s- Moreover, 
in this subdirect product ~ii need occur in at most c i factors. Thus by 
1.3, 1 < ~i~.s cil i . 
On the other hand, let 0 ~ C(~! ) be such that Pli = ~1/0. Then if 
C? = a o -< a I -< ... -<a t is a maximal ,'hain in '~1, there must exist exactly 
1 i covering pairs a/--< a/+ l for which a i ~ a~ + l (0). This follows from the 
fact that the image of ~ in ~1/0 is a chain of length 1 i. By 1.2, for 0' ~ 0 
with ~/0 '  simple, the covering pairs determined by 0' are disjoint from 
those determined by O. Thus l ~ Eci l i. 
1.5. Remark. Let K satisfy properties ~t and o. Let ~! ~ K be such that 
'21 is K-generated by X = {x l, . . .  Xn }" Suppose ,)( has only { ~?11 , . . . ,  '2It} as 
its isimple) subdirectly irreducible homomorphic images with each ~i 
finite, 1 < i < t. Suppose ?li has automorphism group of cardinality ai, 
and ?li has length 1 i. Let b i be the number of homomorphisms from ~2! 
onto ~|i. Then c i, the number of congruences 0 ~ C(gl) for which 
Vl/0 = '~ii, is clearly given by 
(1.6) c i = bi /ai , 
and by 1.4 the length of 91 is determined by 
t 
(1 .7 )  = 
i - I  
Since X generates ')1, the number b i is determined by tile number of 
mappings o~'X to ~i which can be extended to onto homomorphisms. 
If ~1 is itself free in K, then b i is equal to the number of functions f:  
X -* 9t i for which f.(X) K-generate,; ~l,. 'rids observation will be used in 
the sequel to investigate free objects in equational classes K which sat- 
isfy 9roperties #and o. 
2. Varieties of modular lattices 
Let M~ denote the modular lattice of length 2 anJ cardinality k + 2. 
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Any generating subsel; of M k includes all k elements of Mk that are both 
join-irreducible and rrteet-irreducibIle. The variety get~,erated byM k is 
M k. By Jonsson's resutlt [91, M k has for its subdirectly irreducible mem- 
bers the two element lattice and M/, 3 6 / < k. The automorphism 
group of M k has cardinality k!. 
The symbol S(p, n)will denote l~e Stirling number of the second 
kind: S(p, n) is the number of ways of partitioning a set of n elements 
into p nonvoid subsets. The following two identities are known: 
(2.1) S(p ,n )+(p+l )S (p+l ,n )=S(p+l ,n+l ) ,  
P 
= (-  l) i ) . .  (2.2) S(p. n) ~. i-o 
Hence for M k , the number of functions f from X = {x D, ..., Xn } to 
M k such that f (X)  generates Mtc is 
b k = k![S(k,n)+ 2(k+l )S (k+l ,n )+(k+2) (k+l )S (k+2,n) ] .  
Thus, dividing b k by the cardinality of the automorphi::m group of M k 
gives 
c k =S(k,n)+ 2(k+l )S (k+l ,n )+(k+2) (k+l )S (k+2,n) .  
By three applications of ( 2.1 ) this simplifies to 
(2.3) c k = S(k + 2,n + 2) - S(k + 2,n + 1 ). 
Also by using (2.2) and the identity 
_ o¢ , . , l )  + (,q,2 ,.2) = (qP+ 2) --Xq +I 
we obtain the following alternate xpression 
(2.4) 
k 
1 ~ (_1)i k ck =~-f i-0 ( i ) (k+2- i )n"  
2.5. Theorem. The ler, tgth of the free lattice on n generators in the equa- 
tional class M k is given by either of  the/bllowing expressions: 
O) 
k 
~(FMk(n)) = 2 n - 2 + 2 ~ S(i + 2,n + 2) - S(/+ 2,n + 1 ) 
/ -  3 
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Or  
(ii) 
k / 
X(FMk(n) )= 2 n -2+2/~3"= ~t. i=o ~ (--1)~ (~)(j +2 - i )  n 
Proof. The two element subdirectily irreducible contributes 2n - 2 to 
the total length. Each Mj, 3 < / < k, has length 2 so by 1.4 it contributes 
2cj. So apply (2.3) or (2.4) and st~m from / = 3 to / = k. 
A similar argument can be appl:ied with relative ease to those equa- 
tional classes of modular lattices having few subdirectly irreducibles, all 
of which are finite. As an example; we consider a family of equational 
classes which plays an important role in [ 7] and [ 8]. Let  n I , ..., n k be 
finite integers, ni ~ 3, for 1 < i < k. Consider the lattice L = Mln ~ ..... nk 1 
consisting of the lattices Mn. ,  ..., Mn-  such that M n. has an upper edge 
i K ! 
in common with a lower edge o fMn.  t . Thus MI3,4,3 i appears in Hg. 1. 
The following facts are easily veri[~ed for L: 
(i) L is modular and subdirectlly irreducible. 
(ii) L has length 1 = k + I. 
(iii) L has automorphism group of cardinality 
a = (n  I - 1)!  (n  2 - 2 ) !  (n  3 - 2 ) !  . . .  (nk_  l - 2 ) !  (n  k - 1 ) ! .  
(iv) S c_ L generates L if and only if S contains all r = (n I - -  1) + 
(n 2 - 2) + (n k_ 1 - 2) + (n k - l ) elements which are both join-irreducible 
and meet-irredacible. 
(v) If X = {x 1, .--, Xn }, then the number b of functions f :  )f -~ L 
4 ¸  
Fig. 1. 
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such that f (X )  generates L is given by 
2k 
o = a- Z; (i!) (2k) (,~;) S(r + i, n). 
i=0 
An application of 1.4 yields the following. 
2.6. Theorem. I f  V is any equational class of  modular lattices which 
: :?:~tains L, then L contributes 
2k 
~k + 1 ) ~ (i! ~) (2k) .(~+~ . S(r + i. ,~) 
i=0 
,to ttle length of  FV(n). 
Now if L is the equational class generated by L = Mln ~ ..... nk l, the 
~bdirectly irreducibles in L consist of the two element lattice together 
with all M[n i ..... nil, where for some subsequence (nil, hi2 ..... nq}of 
.[nl ..... nk} the inequality 3 < P'I < nit, ..., 3 < n} ~ nq (see [7, pp. 77-78]). 
:[hus summing e;er all possible sequences exld applying 2.6, the length 
of FL(n) may be determined. 
3. Other applicatior, s
In this section Theorem 1.4 is applied to some of file algebraic sys- 
tems which arise in nt:m-classical logics. The length of the free object is 
determined by simpk: counting arguments once property o is estab- 
fished. Often this lent~',th determines the cardinality. For the most part 
the results obtained in this section are known. However, the main thrust 
of this section is to sh~ow how 1.4 may be applied in a uniform manner 
to describe the free tzbjects in many different equational classes. 
3. I. Post a!gebras 
Let Pm denote the equational class of Post algebras of order m. The 
only subdirectity irreducible member of Pm is the m element chain qm 
(see [ 15, Theorem 7!f[). It follows that X(FPm(n)) is (m - l)m n. Using 
the fact: that/;LPm (n) is the D01 coproduct of a Boolean algebra nd em 
it can be seen that h~i!~ (n)l = m ran. S~;e [ 1]. 
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3. 2. Lukasiewicz algebras 
The variety t: m of Lukasiewicz "algebras atisfies both t~ and o (see 
[ I, Chapter XI! and [21). For example, in/;3 the subdirectly irreduci- 
bles are the two and three element chains (with some additional unary 
operations). Using 1.5, it can be seer, that FL3(n) has length 
2- 3 n - 2 n. Similar results may be o~tained for m > 3, however, the 
counting arguments become more complicated. See [ 2, § 71. 
3. 3. Monadic algebras 
It is known that the subdirectly irreducible monadic algebras are those 
with trivial quantifier 30 = 0 and 3x = 1 for x ~ 0 (see [6, p. 50]). Let 
B k denote 2 k endowed with this quantifier and B k the equational class 
generated by {B 0, B1 .... . Bk ]~. In [ 13 ] it is shown that the B~ and 
M = LIB k are the only equational classes of monad,.'c algebras. These 
classes atisfy # and o. A counting argument similar to that in [ 141 
shows there are k!(~ n) mappings fr~m~x I .... xn} to Bk which 
M-generate B~. This shows that ck in ~.., is (~n) and thus +the length of 
the relatively free monadic algebra FBm(n) is 2;ml i(~.n). 
3. 4. The modal logic t:. 
In [ I l ], Lemmo~~ gives an algebraic haracterization f a vi',rsion of 
the modal logic f: O~ l~ukasiewicz [ 12]. He considers discrete pistemic 
"algebras which are Boolean algebras endowed with an additional unary 
operation P such tha~ P(x) = x + P(O). If ~ is such an algebra, it can be 
seen that congruence relations on ~ are precisely the collgruence rela- 
tions of the Boolean red,act of ~. Thus ~ is subdirectly irreducible if. 
and only if ~! has two elements 0 and 1 and P(0) = O, P(~) = 1 or 
P(O) = P( 1 ) = I. I f / :  is the equational class generated by ,;uch discrete 
epistemic algebras, then by 1.5, F~L(m) has length 2 m + 2 m and hence 
IFt(m)l = 2 2m+l. 
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